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If you could merge C.D. Wright, Cid Corman, and Gary Snyder, you’d have one possible ideational 

avatar— on this side of the Atlantic and in these times—for Galician poet Uxío Novoneyra (1930 Parada 

do Courel—1999, Santiago de Compostela).  

He was a man of a remote rural mountain past and accent developed and shaped over thousands of years, 

a man inhabited by the popular culture of his people, influenced by the medieval troubadours of his 

culture and by poetries of Persia and China, the Caribbean too, a man devoted to language and to all 

that speaks outside of language, that the language yearns to catch up to. If he lived today in the fall of 

2017, Novoneyra would be raising his poetic voice in support of the Catalans claiming the right to hold a 

referendum and decide their future in Europe. Having lived through the brutal grey decades of Francoist 

centralism in Spain (a centralism that still infects parties in power in Madrid), Novoneyra would have 

been clear about the need to defend their accent and history from a repression that masquerades as 

modernity and permits only its own definition of constitutional order.  

On this side of the Atlantic, in a political time when one vision of “popular culture” crushes its own and 

then feasts on an ever-narrowing space of bluster and flume, it is important to listen to this poet who 

experiences local culture and the avant-garde both as strengths, co-terminous in their possibilities for 

language and poetry and freedom.  

Novoneyra by Tino Grandío, 1963 

An excerpt: 
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Emilio Araúxo: Let’s go back to the fate of the generation of those who were 

children when the Spanish Civil War broke out in 1936, such as yourself. Do you 

share any references apart from war? What national or international struggles 

were decisive for that generation, and which ones touched you? In terms of 

affinities, you’ve mentioned the American beatnik movement, for example, in that 

you both shared a passion for a society, a passion and a society that were 

anguished and in extremis. Those of your generation were kids in the Civil War (or 

Depression, elsewhere), teenagers in the Second World War, young adults at the 

moment when existentialism arose.  Here in Galicia, just as in North America and 

Europe, youths were marginalized and harboured the desire for revolution even 
before articulating it: “Any wordless bellow is an omen”(Time of Elegy).  

Uxío Novoneyra: As a generation marked by Civil War and World War, it makes 

sense that we’re very sensitive to anguish, and that anguish and extremes attract 

us; we can only strike the right chord where there is space for this anguish. As you 

know, when in a place of extreme pain or consciousness, you crave to express the 

extreme, and only this calms you. You don’t always find that expression, and it 

even seems impossible to find it when you’re in an extremely intense moment. 

Nothing calms you, or appeases you, yet if you do encounter something that 

expresses the intensity you experience, it grabs all your attention. But more often it 

seems that your experience has not yet been expressed... even if it has been. This 

was often the case for me. At times, I like it; when carried away by chaos, it 

renews you. I mean to say that if we’re totally carried away by a powerful 

experience of abandonment and pain, something in it detoxifies or cleanses us. 

Only great agonies can cleanse us, right? Extreme agony pummels you like dough, 

and you emerge a different person. That’s why those of us who lived through two 

wars, whose horizon was that of two wars, even though we were too young to be at 

the Front, all have a propensity for the agonic. I don’t mean that we share one 

aesthetics. In my case, my major inheritance from Galician literature comes from 

the medieval troubadours, from Eduardo Pondal, and from Rosalía de Castro. Prior 

to those literary influences is that of Galician popular culture, which embeds 

Galicia in all that I do. Most of the time I don’t need knowledge of the written past 

of my people; what centres me in Galicia is immersion in popular culture. In a 

word: being inside the Language. Not just using Galician but living inside it. This 

in itself makes familiarity with written avatars unnecessary. This living with all my 

being inside the Galician language. Perhaps, as a result, I’m one of those Galicians 

who knows the least of the historiography of Galicia! I have been able to persist 

because I’m intensely immersed in language. The Galician language has always 
been my inner horizon and I’ve never left it.  
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As well, there was a surge of hope in our generation that was nearly universal. At 

the end of the Second World War, many peoples achieved freedom. Colonial 

empires relented, ceded their territories. Knowing ourselves to be a people, with a 

language, who were in some ways defeated, we Galicians perked up our ears at 

those liberations. We were attentive to them. We gave our attention to all liberation 

movements “as if all the world’s space were our intimate domain.” And this 

united us as individuals, intellectuals, and writers who differed greatly. Apart from 

that, in my case, my mountain childhood—totally different from that of other 

poets—really marked me, and saved me by steeping me in the Language and 

popular culture. I can’t repeat it enough: this is what Galicia instilled in me. My 

experience other than that was rare in its time (it’s more usual today): I steeped 

myself in multiple poetries of the past, and of the present, without simply sticking 

to literary practice at home. Popular poetries and forms interested me, even from 

peoples considered primitive at the time, such as those of ancient civilizations or 

very distant cultures. I lived in world poetry without borders. For example, one of 

the poets I read most deeply was the Persian poet Rumi. His work can be found 

now in Spanish in a big edition published by Hiperión, but the version I have is a 

slim book, a Rumi translated by someone who was working in the Persian embassy 

at the time of the fall of the Shah. 

Is my generation scattered, then? Maybe my generation never really coalesced in 

the first place. It was only united by obstacles at home, and by expectations of 

what then seemed imminent to us, in terms of world revolution. Apart from that, it 

was never especially united. Personal sympathies between members of my 

generation are more common than are poetic dependencies or literary affinities. 

That’s what I feel, anyhow. Others may tell a different story. For example, though 

I feel very close to many poets of my generation, especially Manuel María and 

Manuel Cuña Novás, with whom I formed a kind of trio in the early 50s, I don’t 

feel we coincide formally. Reimundo Patiño of the Brais Pinto group is an 

exception, for I was deeply involved with his work and he with mine in the early 

60s. Although not all our experiences were shared, there were certain experiences 

and decisions that definitely did make us brothers: such as our responsibility 

toward Galicia. As I lived in long isolation in the mountains of the Courel, 

though, my own experience was different from theirs; as well, my first student 

years weren’t spent in Compostela among the poets there.  

Yet there’s still some dream held in common that pulls us. Our poetic fraternity is, 

for the most part, rooted in language. When I think of fraternity, I think more of 

those who worked on the land. Even though I didn’t work with them on a daily 

basis, I still think of them when I think of fraternity. Clearly, we coincide in one 
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image because all of us are created and sustained by the Language. The language is 

a living image, a continual and very intense image of all that is the past. For me, 

single images matter less than that continual image. Our Galician past is rural and 

working class, and our fraternity still has power, even if it seems that what I’m 

describing is out of tune with the present. Emotions aren’t fads and we can’t 

choose what makes us feel fraternity. History chooses for us.  

My generation were still held in the yoke of the generation that preceded us: in my 

case, it’s Pedrayo, Fole, Maside. I single those names out not by choice but by 

encounter; there could be others just as extraordinary whose paths I didn’t cross. 

Celestino de la Vega, Luis Pimentel, and others as well, grounded and sheltered 

my own generation, or let us feel sheltered. We hold them in respect as literary 

heralds of Galicia, and cherish some of them as fellow resisters.  

If I come from anywhere, it’s from the people. The great work that grounds me is 

the Language: Galician speech. When people claim that the popular has long been 

dethroned or debunked by modern knowledge, I get indignant. I get really 

indignant because popular tradition is extremely rich. I’ve never talked with 

greater pleasure or plentiude with anyone—however close to me in terms of 

literary experiences, readings, and ideology—than I have with fieldworkers from 

my village. Never do words shared between people reveal more. In their company, 

it seems that the word is replete: the word in conjunction with gesture and 

intonation, words as natural and not just cultural. I once witnessed something 

unique: I was visiting a Courelian bartender in the city of Lugo, and in came one of 

those guys that often seem to pop up out of the blue. This guy told the Courelian 

he’d recently been at his house back in the mountain village. And the bartender 

erupted: “Oh... my house... my house!... my house!... my house!” He said it over 

and over again about a dozen times, as if weighing all that the words “my” and 

“house” held; it was so distinct and incredible. No actor in the world, no orator, 

could produce sonorities and inflections of language more amazing that those of 

the farmboy turned bartender. And all the other guy said was: I was at your house 

(vacant, I imagine, as happened with so many houses), to make the bartender 

intone a dozen times or more, “my house!” If you had no deep feeling for a place, 

you wouldn’t even be able to say those words three times. What incredible 

registers resonated solely in the continual repetition of two words: “my house!” In 

Lugo, in the bar O Caurel. I was utterly astonished. And, Emilio, you keep asking 

me questions about my house! You should have heard that man and how he 

responded!  

This is why we hold Language in esteem; in and of itself it knows much more than 
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what has already been written and said. It is capable of speaking things that have 

not yet been formulated in words, because, perhaps, there was already a way to say 

them with a gesture or a tone of voice. Perhaps they have no written formulations 

yet because resources other than the simple word can be used to speak things 

effectively, and in these resources lie knowledges not yet expressly spoken. As 

well as harbouring the said, the language holds other suppositions. That’s why we 

have to respect the knowledge that circulates around us, often passing from glance 

to glance instead of from word to word. We should admit: popular consciousness 

is infinite, has infinite penetrations. Its differences from written literature can be 

major, as there are factors that limit writing. And even the most vital and true 

writers can’t escape their connection to what is in fashion in their epoch, to what is 

being said around them. On the other hand, when popular literature circulates, it 

provides insights on things and situations from many diverse time periods, multiple 

and diverse ways of seeing. These ways and this diversity circulate as well. The 

total knowledge bank of our people is always available to us, often deposited in the 

Language and often, as well, it is stored in ways of doing things, in gestures and 

rhythms, in silences, in the tones and pauses of the Language rather than in its 

words. As such, Language overflows the limits of the strictly sayable, of what can 

be said in words. That’s why I say Language is infinite. There’s an infinity in 

Galician that harbours all kinds of resources, not only of written language, or of 

oral language, but of all the things which come with speech and permit the saying 

of things which have not yet been formulated. When we want to say something 

new, we keep turning to the mechanism of Language, because we realize its 

resources are nearly infinite. But when we seek the new, we try to push language 

in a single direction. To push language in one direction instead of in another can 

bring novelty and force to sensation, but it doesn’t mean that other directions are 

annulled. They are suspended, for now, so as to push the language in this one 

direction.  

Writers have a mania for speaking only about what’s in the air. But beings with the 

gift of Speech have infinite accumulated experiences. That’s why there are folks of 

immense popular culture, with nothing bookish about them, who are exceptional 

and penetrate to the heart of things. These people are many, not few. Almost all 

those who can plumb the depths of popular culture can understand and speak on 

any subject. They might not use words but they’ll find ways to give expression to 

everything necessary. 

 


